
Connected to: Continental Artists, Mansarde, Zoepsooi, Artmoney 
 
Training: The Academy of Art “Artibus” in the city of Utrecht in the 
Netherlands. Field of study was Monumental Art, specialising in painting. 
 
Activities: Stawicki left the Academy of Art, in 1988.  She had 
exhibitions in the Netherslands, Spain, Denmark, Canada and the USA. 
In 1997, together with a fellow artist, she organized an open artist’s 
studio route in her hometown Huizen (the Netherlands), an annual event. 
After the set up, she past it on to local artists, but still joins the studio 
route. In 2004 some of her work was added to the collection of the 
Continental Art Centre in Rotterdam. In 2005 Stawicki and the pianist Jos 
Buitink organized 'The day of music and art'. This was an annual event in 
Huizen. In 2006 She and pianist Jos Buitink started the project 'Sermo' 
later called 'Zoepsooi'. Zoepsooi improvises music and painting for a live 
audience. At the performance, the painting inspires the musicians and 
the music inspires the artist. In 2006 she went on a study tour to China. 
 
Works: Stawicki’s works are mainly paintings on canvas, but also 
include mixed media and monotypes. She prefers working with acrylic 
paint and oil paint. She works in a direct way through which she by using 
her own language, creates a sensitive handwriting.  She searches for 
harmony through contrasts. 
 
Vision: Art is thinking about God, man and society. Art is communication 
from one hearth to the onther; communication in the most direct way. Art 
is vision. 
 
Exhibitions: 
Simone Stawicki had exhibitions among others in 
Denmark, Thy - Limfjordscentret 
Denmark, Copenhagen - Hilton Hotel 
Canada, Ontario - Gallery Ayrspace 
USA, New York - Project ‘Windnomade’ by Slem, New Island Festival on 
Governors Islands 
Spain, Barcelona - Gallery Sala Barna 
The Netherlands, Amsterdam - Boesner Salon 
The Netherlands, Rotterdam - Continental Art Centre 
The Netherlands, Tilburg - Gallery Kunstwan.nl 
The Netherlands, Burgh-Haamstede - Gallery Jan Eikenaar 
The Netherlands, Oudkerk - Gallery Bloemrijk Vertrouwen 
The Netherlands, Amsterdam - Gallery Pardoes 


